No. CU-1/NFTE-BSNL/AP/CCM/2018/32

Dated 09-05-2019

To
Com. Chandeswara Singh
General Secretary
NFTE-B SNL, CHQ
NEW DELHI
Dear Comrade,
Sub:- Clarification on Implementation of immunity orders in true spirit and
avoid misinterpretation of orders - Requested
Ref:- CO, ND.No.BSNL/39-2/SR/2018/Pt Dated 05-07-2018
****
The corporate office had issued immunity orders dated 7-5-2015. These
orders are being implemented over the country wiithout any difficulty. But where as corporate
office had noticed some instances in some circles that individual officer bearers are being
replaced with new one or two office bearers to avoid transfers from the particular stations. There
fore corporate office has issued orders cited under reference that this facility of immunity shall
not be applicable after issue of transfer orders. In the sense elected individual office bearers shall
not be replaced with new once for the sake of immunty. Thus immunity facility shall not be
misused at various levels. This order is applicable in replacement of office bearers in respect of
executive meetings only.
But where as the SSAs/Circles which have been completed their
respecteive tenures periods in the middle of the years have forced to conduct the conferences
and elect the new set of office bearers within stipulated period other wise recognisition will not
be extended to those unions. This is in accordance with the orders of corporte office vide its
order No. BSNL/39-7/SR/2014 Dated 8th May’ 2014. In these cases the corporate office orders
dated 5-7-2018 will not applicable. But in some circle and SSAs misinterpretating this order and
not exetending immunity facilty to the newly elected office bearers.
There fore it is requested to look into the matter seriously and arrange to
issue clarification by the Corporate office to continue to extend the immunity facility to the newly
elected bodies if conferences were held in the middle of the years on completion of their
respective tenure periods in accordance with the CO,ND orders dated 8-5-2014 (copy enclosed).
Thanking you,
Yours Sincerely
(Ch.Chandrasekhara Rao)
Circle Secretary

